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It’s more than two thousand years since people started researching derivation in 
Chinese from sheng xun of xian qin.during which people used many means to study 
words’s motivation, such as “you wen shuo”、“yin jin yi tong”、“yu gen yan liu”、
“yin yi shuang chong xian zhi” and so on.Yet the study on word family is still very 
weak because of style、complexity about researching motivation,and atomic family 
word study often dissever word family. 
In ancient time,image-thought was dominant,so maily motivation was object ‘s 
figure that people could easily feel,such as “big”、“little”、“round”、“straight”,and 
these motivations are very strong to derive new words.This paper is the initial result 
of the study of “round” family word. On the basis of previous studies, combining 
“sheng fu” with phonology,we find twenty monosyllabic word groups of 
“round”,and according to their level relation these word groups make up of a big 
“round” word family.《shuo wen jie zi》 is the main corpus. 
The whole paper is divided in four parts.The first is introduction, introducing the 
Purpose、Task of the subject and the Gist of Judging Family words’sound and 
motivation.The second part is generality on Word family,introducing the concept of 
family word、word group、word family and Means of judging family words.on the 
sound,we use xie sheng and other ancient phnonological material, consulting archaic 
phonological system.On the motivation,sheng fu is the important clue.It make use of 
ancient explaining stuff，to found the same motivation.The third part is the essence 
of the paper.In this part we study twenty word groups including “round”、“bend”、
“protuberant” and so on.These groups is on the different situation in the “round” 
word family.The last part is epilogue. 
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